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“With the school library
literally the heart of the
educational program, the
students of the school have
their best chance to
become capable and
enthusiastic readers,
informed about the world
around them, and alive to the
limitless possibilities
of tomorrow.” Mary Gaver,
1958

Druskininkai
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from the Past
Inspire
Create
Imagine
Build the Future

Björk “New Worlds” in “Selmasongs” album

“If living is seeing
I’m holding my
breath
In wonder – I wonder
What happens next?
A new world, a new
day to see”

Dhinawan: Learning as a Beautiful Thing
• Never neglect our children
• Our country is the children that we work
with
• Recognize their footprints – intervene early
• Help them become the strong tree that can
sway in the wind
• The warrior within – commitment to
strength, building the future, we look after
our family
• Listen to the beat of their drums; tap into
the rhythm of their lives

The Student Success Triangle
QUALITY
TEACHING
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PROFESSIONA
L LEARNING

Key Challenges
• Evidence-based
education
• Building partnerships
and teams
• Engaging Web 2.0 tools
to develop deep inquiry
• Re-imagining school
libraries

CHALLENGE 1
EVIDENCE-BASED EDUCATION

Evidence-Based Education
• Evidence FOR Practice: using research to inform
our day-to-day practice
- reading, information literacy, information
technology, instruction
• Evidence IN Practice: gathering data from our
practice, and using data within our schools –
diagnosing learning needs, matching collection to
curriculum
• Evidence OF Practice: impacts of our libraries on
student achievement; gathering local evidence as
well as national evidence

New Jersey Context



Programs and Practices to Support
Student Achievement:
Special Adopted New Rules:
N.J.A.C. 6A:13
Adopted: June 2, 2008 by Lucille E.
Davy, Commissioner, Department
of Education

Evidence-Based Education in NJ
• Rigorous curriculum based on NJ Core Curriculum
Content Standards
• Research-based pedagogy
• Evidence-based / data driven decision-making to improve
instruction and student achievement using evidence from
multiple sources: assessment, work products, student /
community
• Increased focus on quality teaching and learning across
the whole school
• Continuous improvement plans: capacity building of all
educators

“All school districts shall provide library-media
services that are connected to classroom studies in
each school building, including access to computers,
district-approved instructional software, appropriate
books including novels, anthologies and other
reference materials, and supplemental materials that
motivate students to read in and out of school and to
conduct research. Each school district shall provide
these library-media services under the direction of a
certified school library media specialist”.

Something to think about
What do your school library documents
(mission statements, policy documents,
school library guidelines) say about your
library’s role in student learning and
student achievement?
Check the evidence:

www.wordle.net

The Adelaide Declaration on National Goals
Schooling in the Twenty-first Century

Library Policy Tagcloud

CHALLENGE 2
BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS AND
TEAMS

Collaboration: Myth, Monster, Maker
• Dominant construct in professional rhetoric of school
librarianship
• Advocated as a high priority for teacher librarians
• Emergence in 1980s Cooperative Program Planning and
Teaching (CPPT) Haycock
• Identified dynamic in student achievement (eg Lance)
• Little evidence that teachers were consulted in the
formulation of the collaboration focus
• Lack of theoretical grounding: weakly articulated
education / social psychology / leadership / networking
& teaming underpinnings
• lack of consensus as to its conceptual boundaries and
operational definition
• Low levels of collaboration are documented (Callison,
2005, Todd 2005)

Confusions of Collaboration
• Cooperation: The teacher and teacher librarian may
communicate informally about a short term project but
work independently.
• Coordination: The teacher and teacher librarian may
meet together to discuss a lesson/unit of study.
However, the individual goal setting, learning
experience design, teaching, and evaluation are done
independently.
• Instructional Collaboration: The teacher and school
librarian jointly set goals, design learning experiences,
teach and evaluate a comprehensive unit of study.

Instructional Collaboration Study
• 130 of 340 who participated in SL-CT collaboration
training program (38% response rate) in Ohio
2004-2006
• 85 school librarians (65%) and 45 teachers (35%)
• To develop a deeper understanding of classroom
teacher-school librarian (CT-SL) instructional
collaborations:
- their dynamics, processes, enablers, barriers,
impact on learning outcomes
- their role in continuous improvement and school
change

Some Key Findings
• Primary motivation for teachers: build collegial and
collaborative relationships: teaching as a social and collegial
experience; collaboration with librarian was a natural
extension of social dynamic of teaching
• Primary motivation of librarians centered on marketing library
services, increasing their status within the school, and
spreading library-centered collaboration in the school.
• Librarians acknowledged expertise with technology and
information skills (60% of strengths identified)
• Characteristics such as divergent and convergent thinking,
creativity, flexibility, openness to experience, organization,
planning were regarded as important traits that facilitated the
working process by both partners

What participants hoped the students would gain through the
collaboration

Teachers

School Librarians

• students to learn
curriculum content

• students to develop
information literacy

• increased information
literacy skills

• students to develop a
better perception of the
library and the librarian

• Increased depth, better
quality of learning

Mutuality of Intent?

Factors Behind the Success of the Collaboration
Good team dynamics, chemistry, commitment to developing and
maintaining the relationship (24% of factors for both T&L)
Preparations, organization, effort (21% T&L)
Motivation, dedication, engagement, vision, enthusiasm, commitment,
drive (21%T/11%L)
Student efforts, feedback, reinforcement (11%)
Flexibility, creativity, openness to try on new things, adaptability,
ability to enjoy (basic character of people involved) (9%)
Knowledge, expertise, skills, strengths of other person or both (8%)
Formal training as part of the process (8%)
Community support (2%T 7%L = principal support)

Difficulties During Instructional Collaboration
Time, scheduling (30% of difficulties identified)
Features inherent in the project, e. g. took longer than expected
(13%)
Students not motivated, not up for it (11%)
Misadventures, unexpected situations, something came up (8%)
Technology problems (11% L; 3% T)
Librarian felt left out (6% L)
Disrupted plans, not working in sync
Teamwork, collaboration, interaction with partner

“Where there is a will there is a way”
• Do it for the kids: focus on the learning outcomes, not
self; mutual intent
• Work to build social relations as a foundation for
developing instructional partnerships: socialization
• Start gradually with something / someone familiar:
progressive
• “listen to each others expectations ” and engage
multiple expertises: compliment
• Flexible, creative, think outside the box: openness
• Build a team of equals, a team greater than the teacher
and the TL; Principle of integration: sum of parts is
greater than the whole

Shared Learning Teams
• Rigid structure of school staff and inflexible
organization of school life  do not take advantage of
varied experiences and expertises that exist in a school
community
• “Occupational Invisibility” (Hartzell) Do not see depth,
breadth and importance of what TLs contribute
 flexible team approach; alliances for shared learning
- Alliances within / outside school
- Instructional expertise
- Subject expertise
- Technical expertise
- Reading / Literacy expertise
- Student expertise

Teams - “Don’t Water Rocks”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principal?
Technology leader?
Maths teacher? Other teachers
Curriculum coordinator?
School counselor?
Literacy / reading specialist
Special needs teacher?
Parent organization?
Community experts?
Public library / museum experts?
Teen social networkers?
Education system leaders?

CHALLENGE 3
Engaging Web 2.0 tools to
develop deep inquiry

Who are our students?

Goals of the School Library
• Learners actively searching for meaning and
understanding
• Learners engaged and motivated to learn
• Learners constructing knowledge rather than passively
receiving it
• Learners directly involved and engaged in the
discovery of new knowledge
• Learners encountering alternative perspectives and
conflicting ideas
• Learners communicating and transferring new
knowledge and skills to new circumstances
• Learners taking ownership and responsibility for
mastery of curriculum content and skills
Using the tools of Web 2.0

Capitalize on the Web 2.0 Opportunities
• Web-based environments which seek to facilitate
community, communication, collaboration and
creativity between users.
• Architecture of participation: users generate content
rather than consume content Web 2.0 = people
• Opportunities to engage with tools of knowledge
building: blogs and online diaries, wikis, podcasts,
videoblogs, content creation mechanisms,
syndicated content feeds, folksonomies and user
tagging
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Web 2.0 as
Community

6 Key Competencies in the Wired World
1. Thinking: using creative, critical, and metacognitive
processes to make sense of information, experiences,
and ideas; developing understanding, making
decisions, shaping actions, constructing knowledge.
Intellectual curiosity is at the heart of this
competency.
2. Using language, symbols, and texts: working with and
making meaning of the codes in which knowledge is
expressed - written, oral/aural, and visual; informative
and imaginative; informal and formal; mathematical,
scientific, and technological.

SIX Key Competencies
3. Relating to others: interacting effectively with
others, listening actively, recognising different
points of view, negotiating, and sharing ideas
4. Participating and contributing: being actively
involved in communities; contributing appropriately
as group members
5. Technical mastery of the information and knowledge
building and sharing tools
6. Managing self: self-motivation, a “can-do” attitude,
students seeing themselves as capable learners;
personal safety and protection – ethical aspects

Web 2.0 Tools
• Blogging: logs / journals/ diaries on the internet;
chronological, single authorship; multiple forms, with
plug-ins (widgets) for mixing of content, links
• Wikis: collaborative, editable writing spaces: collective
knowledge
• Podcasting: distributing compressed audio across
internet; screencasting, videocasting
• RSS: Real Simple Syndication / Rich Site Summary:
feed of content collected and organized through
aggregators
• Social Networking; Social Bookmarking
• Online photo galleries: publishing, creating, using
images online

Blogging
• Logs / journals/ diaries on the internet;
chronological, single authorship; multiple forms,
with plug-ins (widgets) for mixing of content, links
• Each individual posting has a stable address
(“permalink”) allowing reference; “ping-back”
mechanism allowing authors to know when other
blogs have cited their posts
• 175,000 blogs created daily (CEO Technocrati)
(search engine for blogosphere)
• Why blog – express personal beliefs

Blogging as a laborious school thing?
• Study of 66 u/g students at Northampton Business School
• Blogging as part of information literacy module 13 week
instructional program
• Required to post 10 evaluative and analytical blog
responses around IL dimensions encountered in course;
50% of assessment
• Goal to engage students over a sustained period of time
with IL issues
• RSS feed to send blog responses to tutors
Reported in G. Payne “Engage or Enrage: The Blog as an
Assessment Tool” in Information Literacy Meets Library 2.0
(Facet Publishing, 2008)

Blogging: Engagement?
• 12% “Super Posters” consistent posting throughout program,
more than 10 minimum (mostly women)
• 24% “Strategists” -met minimum requirements
• 24% “Amber Gamblers” – postings in later weeks (more men
than women)
• 40% “Red Light Jumpers” postings took place in last week of
instructional program (mostly men)
• 60% did not grapple with “regular postings”
• Some deviant behaviour: gobbledegook as placeholder hoping
to return to space; faking posting dates through technical tools
of Blogger.
• Considerable amount of descriptive rather than analytical /
evaluative responses – questioned that task was beyond the
scope of students

Blogs: Active Writing Spaces
• What constitutes a sustained response? Whose voice
is being heard?
- Expository response: provision of information
• Explanatory response: focus is on explanation
- Critical response: addressing postings with argument /
evidence analysis
- Analytical response: comparison, analysis, identifying
patterns, trends, themes, issues, associations across
postings
- Synthetical response: Developing conclusions,
establishing personal viewpoints and perspectives,
generating position statements from multiple postings
- Reflective Response: my learnings; identifying
implications

Synthetical / Conclusive Response
• I predict that …
• My informed guess is that …
• As a result, I suspect that …
• I believe that this means that ….
• I conclude that …
• Because this happened, it is possible that …
• It makes sense that ….
• It doesn’t make sense that …..

Reflective Response
• What have I learned about this class activity?
• What are my most important ideas?
• What conclusions can I draw based on my understanding
• What are implications, consequences of what I have learned?
• What other questions come to mind that I could investigate?
• What do I wish I had done differently?
• What were some of the difficulties I encountered doing this
task?
• DIAGNOSTIC; REDESIGN OF LEARNING TASKS, SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

BLOGS Potential Uses
•

Building background knowledge: expository and
explanatory responses eg present 5 new facts I have
learned

•

Focus-Formulation: Questioning response: developing the
deep questions through interrogation of posting(s) What
questions spring to mind as you read this

•

Collection: Authentic research tool: data collection ->
analysis and synthesis of ideas

•

Reflective response to instructional program

•

Class portal for communication

•

Online filing cabinets

Wikis
• Collaborative, editable spaces: collective knowledge (eg
Wikipedia: eg Tsunami 2004 – 9hrs for first 76 word story;
48 hours later, 6,500 words and edited 1,200 times;
wikihow.com; wikitravel.com)
• Open, contributory, living documents; people work together
to generate and maintain a document
• Social construction of knowledge; negotiation of meaning:
group’s best effort, not an individual; community watchdog,
soft security
• Working as a team / group / community in a shared
information space: giving students control of knowledge
construction and editorial control – responsibility and
ownership

Scaffolds for Working in a Wiki: What does it take?
• Constructing the sustained response + creative + publishing
competencies
• How teams work together in safety and security
• Dealing with team issues, conflict eg someone edits without
justification / explanation; arguments
• Negotiation skills: negotiating to agree on correctness,
meaning, relevance
• Team management / project management: planning,
timelines, role assignment, delegation
• Communication eg explaining intentions behind edits
• Document management / versions

Wiki Opportunities
• Brainstorming: TOPIC – what, when where, why etc
• Building background knowledge of a curriculum topic
eg Content Jigsaw
• Collective notebook / collective study guide
• Metalanguage: glossaries of key words
• Construct a picture of prior knowledge – identify
pockets of expertise and knowledge gaps;
misconceptions, inaccuracies
• Writing collaborative stories; Poetry analysis; Online
literature circles

How is Jazz similar to
my favourite music

Jazz
jargon

Why is Jazz
an important
music form

Jazz music /
musicians I
recognize /video
clips /podcasts I like

How is Jazz
different to
my favourite
music

When did jazz begin

Who are
the early
Jazz greats
What is Jazz?

What are important
characteristics of
Jazz

My feelings
about Jazz

Main Jazz
instruments

What next? Questions
I want to explore, and
why

What to do with Wikipedia
• Students use W. to brainstorm ideas, build background knowledge –
you will not stop it! - highlight pockets of knowledge / gaps
• Take group through a key Wikipedia article on a topic related to class
work, pointing out its strengths and weaknesses, and inviting the
class to edit it
• Students use other sources to determine accuracy of the facts in a
Wikipedia article:
• Assign groups of students to evaluate Wikipedia entries, using
research from other sources as an evaluative tool; compare and
contrast; deal with conflicting ideas
• The class takes on creating specific Wikipedia articles related to class
work: Class creates, expands and updates the articles. A collection
of “teacher approved” articles can be produced in many subjects,
making Wikipedia better as time goes on.
• Watch what happens: modification, spammed, and how to deal with
this

Wikis and Formative Assessment
• Use of wikis to post and share research task plans,
focus the knowledge building task, develop the
focus question(s) and formulate personal knowledge
outcomes, develop real world justifications for
research choices
• Use of wikis for classroom teacher & teacherlibrarian feedback on research plan, resources
• Creating the knowledge product – drafts: Use of
collaborative PQP: student peer review involving
PRAISE, QUESTIONS, POLISH; students apply
assessment rubric at draft stage, and develop class
understanding of assessment criteria

RSS
• Following topical themes as presented in various
news services, websites, blogs, newsfeeds, website
updates, discussion forums
• Personalized collection of content through
aggregator
• Keep up to date
Key Issue: from collection to transformation of ideas
• Credibility, accuracy, bias/perspective
• Developing analysis, synthesis, skeptical mind

RSS
RSS1
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q 4 …n
Patterns
Similarities
Differences
Conclusion
Which do I
believe / accept?
Why?

Dealing with Conflicting Knowledge

RSS2

RSS3

RSS4

RSS5

RSS
RSS1
Source
Source
Ch’istics
Accuracy of
facts
“Take” / Bias
Response
Audience
Images
Tenor
Conclusion

Dealing with Conflicting Knowledge
RSS2

RSS3

RSS4

RSS5

Podcasts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guest speakers
Homework assignments
Messages
Instructional processes eg. Details of science
experiment
Student weekly broadcasts of learning; reflections
on learning
Audio tours
Book talks
Recordings for special needs students
Radio broadcasts, commercials, radio plays …

CHALLENGE 4
RE-IMAGINE SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Re-imagining School Libraries
• Need to rethink the school library as the school’s
physical and virtual information-to-knowledge
commons where literacy, inquiry, thinking,
imagination, discovery, and creativity are central to
students’ learning in all curriculum areas
• Provide intellectual and social tools across these
multiple environments to foster creativity,
knowledge creation and production, both individual
and collaborative, and to foster the intellectual,
social and cultural growth of our young people
• 24/7 environment vs the “place” paradigm commons vs hub vs learning centre vs laboratory

Re-Imagining School Libraries
• Library spaces designed for collaborative learning
• Flexible workspace clusters
• Flexible collections (20/80% rule)
• Wireless technology / surface computing / multiple
HD wide plasma screens
• Self-help graphic services, colour imaging,
audiovisual editing, collaborative production,
knowledge representation and presentation software
• Physical designs: functionality, sophistication,
creativity, inspiration

Re-Imagine School Libraries: Example
• Data/Info Commons - the reference collection, building
background knowledge, both physical and virtual reference
• Knowledge Commons – in-depth resources targeted to deep
learning across the curriculum (flexible collection)
• Leisure Commons – diverse free-choice reading, listening
stations, iPod zone, e-zines and e-books
• Networking Commons – collaborative spaces with walls of
flat screen monitors for students to create, share, compare,
display
• Tech Commons – for small and large group instruction,
information searching
• Collective Commons – flexible discussion group spaces
• Café Commons

THE SCHOOL LIBRARY ….
the school’s physical and virtual
information-to-knowledge commons
where literacy, inquiry, thinking,
imagination, discovery, and creativity are
central to students’ learning in all
curriculum areas

Key Challenges
• Evidence-based
education

Without evidence, it is just
another opinion

• Building partnerships
and teams

Without teams, limited
capacity for change

• Engaging Web 2.0
tools to develop deep
inquiry

Without Web 2.0, missed
opportunity for situating
learning in the real world of
kids

• Re-imagining school
libraries

Vision for the future: you
create the vision. Without
vision, you walk in darkness

Hall of Fame Research

• Where/when born, died,
lived
• Education/Jobs/Career
• Challenges overcome
• Qualities that led to
greatness
• Awards/Commendations
• Political offices held
• Best remembered for
what
• Connection to NJ

“Greatness”



Critical thinking and Deep Knowledge?
Walt Whitman
(Camden)
Considered by many to
be the most influential
poet in U.S. history

Instructional Interventions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Class blog: personal viewpoint on greatness
Creative writing: My dream of greatness
Sharing writing on class wiki
Class blog: synthesis of responses: what seems to
be the idea of “greatness” in the class
Matching personal dreams with NJ database: search
skills
Building background knowledge: life and times of
people of interest; selecting focus
Creative knowledge building interventions: putting
ideas together; Using variety of analytical methods;
Forming evidence-based opinions / viewpoints;
Developing conclusions & positions; positing
actions, implications and solutions; reflecting on
these in terms of original knowing
Wiki to share final products: group review and
reflection

Lonely, Nervous, Brave, Determined, Sassy
Daughter of parents who filled their house with music
Music must have filled her loneliness when her father died
Moved to New York for a better life.
Who loved the night magic of Harlem,
Who loved the celebrities and begging for autographs with her friends
Who really loved singing and scatting
Who loved her Aunt that took care of her as a child.
Who felt loss, when her mother died
Who felt anger when she was put in an orphanage
Who felt trapped in those walls but they couldn’t keep her down
because she felt the pull of her song
and the night magic of Harlem.
Who felt nervous and fear at auditions
Who feared not being able to sing because she had no one to care for her
Who feared dying from diabetes and possibly going blind,
Who feared whom she would pass her singing crown down to
Who wanted to see someone take over her singing crown
Who would have liked to have spent more time with her late parents
Who wanted to work with the best bands
Who changed the world of jazz and swing
Who was very proud of her awards and achievements
She was “The First Lady Of Song”;
she was “Sassy” and a Legend of Jazz
Born in Virginia, grew up in New York,
adopted by the world.
Ella was great
Fitzgerald

Ella

An age is called "dark," not because
the light fails to shine but because
people refuse to see it. ~James
Michener

I believe the children are our future
Teach them well and let them lead the way
Show them all the beauty the possess inside.
Give them a sense of pride.
To make it easier,
Let the children’s laughter
Remind us of how we used to be
George Benson
“Greatest Love of Them All”
(Thanks to John)

